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Abstract: Aspect oriented programming is a new programming methodology based on
separating concerns (aspects) of computation, describing them separately in the form
of advices that are applied in clearly selected set of points of a program using pointcut
designators. In this paper we will show an opportunity for implementation of crosscutting
concept of aspect oriented programming using PFL - a process functional programming
language. We will concentrate on join points and advices, using simple example.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Aspect oriented programming (AOP) [5, 6]
is the desire to make programming state-
ments of the form

In programs P , whenever con-
dition C arises, perform action
A over conventionally coded pro-
grams P .

Thus, in AOP we want to be able to say,
”This code realizes this concern. Execute it
whenever these circumstances hold.” This
breaks completely with local and unitary
demands – we can organize our program
in the form most appropriate for coding
and maintenance. We do not even need the
local markings of cooperation. The weav-
ing mechanism of the AOP system can, by
itself, take our quantified statements (ad-
vice) and the base program and produce
the primitive directions to be performed [2].

A characteristic of aspect-oriented pro-
gramming, as embodied in AspectJ [5, 6],
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is the use of advice to incrementally modify
the behavior of a program [20]. An advice
declaration specifies an action to be taken
whenever some condition arises during the
execution of the program. The events at
which advice may be triggered are called
join points. Join points are dynamic if they
refer to events during execution, otherwise
they are static. The process of executing
the relevant advice at each join point is
called weaving. The condition is specified
by a formula called a pointcut designator.

In this paper we illustrate crosscutting
concept of AOP using simple Wand’s ex-
ample taken from [20], expressing it in PFL
– a process functional language, developed
in the past [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 16, 18, 19].

Our aim is to develop a general imple-
mentation language in the future. From
this point of view, the aim of this pa-
per is rather to select some open problems
with implementation of promising aspect
paradigm than to provide final solution.



2. AspectJ/BASE MODEL

In AspectJ model [6], a program consists
of a base program and some pieces of ad-
vice. The program is executed by an inter-
preter. When the interpreter reaches cer-
tain points, called join points, in its execu-
tion, it invokes a weaver, passing to it an
abstraction of its internal state (the current
join point). Each advice contains a pred-
icate, called a pointcut designator (pcd),
describing the join points in which it is in-
terested, and a body representing the ac-
tion to take at those points. It is the job of
the weaver to demultiplex the join points
from the interpreter, invoking each piece
of advice that is interested in the current
join point and executing its body with the
same interpreter. The concept of aspect
BASE language [20], related to AspectJ
model above, is as follows:

• First, when a piece of advice is run,
its body may be evaluated before, af-
ter or instead of the expression that
triggered it; this specification is part
of the advice. In the last case, called
an around advice, the advice body
may call the primitive proceed to in-
voke the running of any other applica-
ble pieces of advice and the base ex-
pression.

• Second, the language of predicates is
a temporal logic, with temporal oper-
ators such as cflow. Hence the cur-
rent join point may in general be an
abstraction of the control stack.

• Each advice body is also interpreted by
the same interpreter, so its execution
may give rise to additional events and
advice executions.

• Last, the set of advice in each program
is a global constant.

3. PFL CONCEPT

The notion of a variable in a purely func-
tional language is mathematical; a variable

v is a value of the type T , i.e v : T .
On the other hand, an imperative vari-

able is a memory cell used to store values.
Both concepts are integrated in PFL –

a process functional language in a disci-
plined manner, accessing and/or updating
environment variables by side effect via ap-
plication of processes.

For example, let us define a PFL process
f :

f :: u a → v a → a
f x y = x + y

where u, v are environment variables
(cells), and x, y are mathematical (lambda)
variables. (a is a type variable)

Suppose now the application, such as
(f 3 5) occurs somewhere in an expression.
The value of this application is clearly 8,
affecting the variable environent by side-
effect implicitly as follows

[u 7→ 3, v 7→ 5]

before the result 8 is produced.
Now, suppose application (f 2 ()) is eval-

uated after application (f 3 5).
The state will be

[u 7→ 2, v 7→ 5]

and the value of result 7. It means that
using control value () as an argument of a
process means accessing the value having
been stored in corresponding environment
variable (int this case v).

Another form of PFL process is such of
control arguments and/or value.

For example we may define the sequenc-
ing built in operation (; ) in the form

(; ) :: () → () → ()

The definition is omitted, since operation
is built-in.

Last, we introduce print built-in opera-
tion



print :: a → ()

aimed to print a value of a type a to
standard output, corresponding to an im-
perative statement. For our purposes, we
simplify the type of argument to any type
a. Hence,

print ”before” ; print 3

results to

before 3

on the screen.
PFL pure functions are just a specific

case of processes, such that they have nei-
ther environment variables nor controls in
type definitions introduced.

fac 0 = 1
fac (n + 1) = (n + 1) ∗ fac n

For definitions of pure functions, such as
factorial fac above, type definitions may be
omitted.

In PFL the only engine which makes the
semantics of PFL deterministic is the ap-
plication of a process. The appropriate se-
quencing of applications guarantees the re-
quired level of determinism, i.e. such that
satisfies user specification. Usually the se-
quencing mechanism is defined by appro-
priate constructs incorporated into a gen-
eral purpose programming language, fix-
ing its semantics, either combining multi-
ple paradigms as it is done in Oz [13, 17],
or determining the evaluation strategy ex-
plicitly in imperative functional languages
[14, 15].

AOP methodology seems to be promis-
ing to provide new opportunity for solv-
ing the problem of the ”most appropriate”
sequences of ”process applications” deriv-
ing them from specifications of different as-
pects and weaving them into singleton de-
terministic PFL program, which is correct
and satisfies user requirements.

4. ADVICES and JOIN POINTS

This section is related to Wand’s ”Bind-
ing variables with cflow” example as intro-
duced in [20].

Let the corresponding ”main” program
in PFL is as follows:

foo n = fac n

fac 0 = 1
fac (n + 1) = (n + 1) ∗ fac n

main = print (fac 6 + foo 4)

which, when executed will print on the
screen the number 744.

We however, require for each application
fac y, such that it is ”called” from foo x,
the advice action (print x ; print y) is per-
formed. In AOP, instead of modifying the
source program above, we define this con-
dition separately using pointcut designator.
Such pointcut designator corresponding to
the condition above may be as follows

before (fac y) cflow (foo x)
(print x ; print y)

Instead of considering pointcut designa-
tor above containing an action (of unit
type), using PFL we define advice in the
form of process of control value as follows:

advice :: u Int → v Int → ()
advice x y =
print x ; print y << foo x −> fac y

where (<<) corresponds to Wand’s be-
fore and (− >) to cflow operation. As
can be seen, the application (advice () ())
results to printing the values having been
stored in environment variables u and v. In
this matter advice is a control action which
may be included immediatelly after an ar-
gument y is evaluated and before fac is
executed.



As a result of advice definition above, the
required result of main evaluation on the
screen is as follows.

4 4 4 3 4 2 4 1 4 0 744

Thus, advice action (print x ; print y)
is a part of pointcut designator – the whole
right hand side of advice definition. Join
points, in which actions are triggered in
program are designated by bullet, if they
are selected statically, and dynamic join
points are marked by ◦.

foo n = fac • n

fac 0 = 1
fac (n + 1) = (n + 1) ∗ fac ◦ n

main = print (fac 6 + foo 4)

A problem, which must be solved first,
is that we must separate the evaluation of
the argument e and the call of function f
body for an application (f e), to be able to
”include” advice action between them.

Instead of

e : T1 f : T1 → T2

f e : T2

we must consider some process s which
stores the value e in an environment vari-
able v, a (single argument) advice a x = ea

that retrieves this value to execute the ad-
vice action ea and the proces f which re-
trieves the value of an argument from v
again and evaluates to a value of the type
T2.

e : T1 s, a : v T1 → () f : v T1 → T2

s e : () a () : ()

s e ; a () : ()

f (s e ; a ()) : T2

Considering just static join point •, and
advice advice the solution is as follows (no-
tice sharing of environment variables by dif-
ferent processes, as coming from PFL con-
cept).

sfac :: v Int → ()
sfac x = ()

foo :: u Int → Int
foo n = fac (sfac n ; advice′ () ())

fac :: v Int → Int
fac 0 = 1
fac (n + 1) = (n + 1) ∗ fac ◦ n

main = print (fac 6 + foo 4)

advice′ :: u Int → v Int → ()
advice′ x y = print x ; print y

Sofar, the result would be just

4 4 744

Since advice′ above is just action, com-
pile time transformation cannot be used for
application fac ◦ n, since the action in this
case is dependent on call stack, which state
during computation is as follows:

[main]
[main, fac]
· · · · · · · · ·
[main, fac, fac, fac, fac, fac, fac]
[main, fac, fac, fac, fac, fac, fac, fac]
[main, fac, fac, fac, fac, fac, fac]
· · · · · · · · ·
[main, fac]
[main]
[main, foo]
[main, foo, •fac]
[main, foo, fac, ◦1fac]
[main, foo, fac, fac, ◦2fac]
[main, foo, fac, fac, fac, ◦3fac]
[main, foo, fac, fac, fac, fac, ◦4fac]
[main, foo, fac, fac, fac, fac]
[main, foo, fac, fac, fac]
[main, foo, fac, fac]
[main, foo, fac]
[main, foo]
[main]

It means that advice, as defined above
must be considered in ◦ join points.



While action in join point • is performed,
it yields 4 4, on the screen. The action in
join point ◦1 yields 4 3 on the screen, in ◦2

it yields 4 2, etc., and finally the action ◦4

yields 4 0. It means that dynamic join point
requires run time application of temporal
operations, such as (−>) (cflow), while
positional operations such as before may
be evaluated statically.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have not discuss the im-
plementation of dynamic join points in de-
tail. In fact, even the solution for static
join point is rather ad-hock, since many so-
lutions come into acount. The proposed
solution just illustrates the PFL ability
to express source-to-source transformation,
as needed for weaving different aspects of
computation. There are many problems
still open:

1. How to implement call stack; sepa-
rately or including it in the stack of
frames?

2. Is source-to-source transformation
necessary? If not, what is more
efficient?

3. What is the minimal representation of
temporal logic such that allows the
extension of PFL without rapid re-
implementation?

4. Must advices be necesarily just con-
trols?

5. Is AOP not too restricted to solve the
problems of different reduction strate-
gies?

6. How to express time and space aspects
of computation in general?, etc.

We suppose PFL as a general bridge be-
tween aspect oriented specification and de-
terministic implementation, such that new
(yet unknown) aspects of computation can
be included in the future. We suppose this

bridge will be developed as an extension
of process functional language, which it-
self is non-deterministic. Considering dif-
ferent aspects of computation, such that
either simplifies software design or defines
behaviour of the systems, or both, and de-
veloping mechanisms needed for extended
PFL as aspect oriented PFL, this may con-
tribute to a more general approach to as-
pect oriented paradigm, that may be ap-
plied to different problem areas and differ-
ent target architectures. By other words,
non-deterministic PFL descriptions of dif-
ferent aspects will be weaven to a determin-
istic PFL program, which may be trans-
lated to any programming language.

The advantage of this approach is
that the experiences from different ar-
eas, such as Petri nets[3, 4], process
algebras[1, 3, 4], imperative functional
programming[14], reasoning about the cor-
rectness of programs[12], etc. may be stud-
ied and they may contribute to AOP using
uniform language base. On the other hand,
the aim to weaving PFL non-deterministic
programs into singleton deterministic one,
using the same language would yield, as we
believe, the software development method-
ology, which not just increases the relia-
bility of the systems as a result of better
software engineering, but guarrantees this
reliability rigorously, corresponding to the
requirements of a user.
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